
 

Consent to Personal Data Processing 

 

Acting by your will and in your interest, you hereby grant the Joint Stock Company 

Kalashnikov Concern (INN 183209230), located at the following address: Room 78, 2/193 im. 

Deryabina Proyezd, Izhevsk, Udmurt Republic, 426006, Russian Federation, the right (consent) 

to the processing of your personal data, namely: 

- full name; 

- email address; 

- phone number; 

- date of birth; 

- city of residence; 

- photo; 

- factory number of the item; 

- model of the item; 

- date of purchase of the item. 

You hereby confirm that you are familiarized with the purposes of processing your 

personal data: the processing of personal data will be carried out in your interests, including for 

the purpose of offering you (advertising) products, conducting surveys and questionnaires, 

collecting statistical data, carrying out advertising and marketing research in relation to products, 

by means of providing direct feedback to you through the contact information provided by you. 

This right (consent) is granted to carry out actions in relation to your personal data which 

are necessary and desirable for achieving the above-mentioned purposes, including collection, 

recording, systematization, accumulation, storage, clarification (updating, modification), use, 

distribution (transfer) (including transfer to persons as described below), access, 

depersonalization, blocking, deletion and destruction of personal data, which means all data 

provided by you. 

You hereby confirm that you have been informed that personal data processing is carried 

out both using automation means (including software) and without the use of automation means 

(using various material media, including paper). 



It is hereby expressly agreed that in the event that it is necessary to provide your personal 

data to third parties in order to answer your questions and provide you with timely individual 

offers, you agree to the transfer of your personal data to: 

- Kalashnikov Open Technologies OJSC, INN 1832140629, OGRN 1161832071532, 

registered at Room 13, 71B Dmitrovskoye Highway, Moscow, all the above personal data in 

order to answer your questions and provide you with timely individual offers; 

- Izhevsk Mechanical Plant JSC, INN 1841030037, OGRN 1121841007958, registered at 

8 Promyshlennaya Str., Izhevsk, all the above personal data in order to answer your questions 

and provide you with timely individual offers; 

- Media Systems OJSC, INN 7704427546, OGRN 1177746620963, registered at 

Floor/Block/Room 1/I/13, Bldg 56, 11 Timura Frunze Str., Moscow, all the above personal data 

in order to answer your questions and provide you with timely individual offers; 

- Russian Small Arms (Russkoye strelkovoye oruzhiye) OJSC, INN 5012083843, OGRN 

1145012002552, registered at Room 49, 2/193 im. Deryabina Proyezd, Izhevsk, all the above 

personal data in order to answer your questions and provide you with timely individual offers; 

- M Soft LLC, INN 9705083570, registered at E 0 P No. 263 RAB M No. 28, 43 Bolshoy 

Blvd, Territory of the Skolkovo Innovation Center, Moscow, all the above personal data in order 

to answer your questions and provide you with timely individual offers. 

The list of third parties may be changed with a notice to customers by means of a new 

consent form being published on the Kalashnikov.club website 10 calendar days prior to the 

transfer of data. 

The basis for personal data processing is Article 24 of the Constitution of the Russian 

Federation and Article 6 of Federal Law No. 152-FZ "On Personal Data", as well as other federal 

laws and regulatory acts. 

The consent to personal data processing can be withdrawn at any time by sending a notice 

through the feedback form on the https://kalashnikov.club website marked "withdrawal of 

consent to personal data processing". 

Please note that the withdrawal of your consent to personal data processing entails the 

deletion of your accounts from the following websites: Kalashnikov.com, Kalashnikov.media, 

Kalashnikov.club, Kalashnikovgroup.ru, and Kalashnikov.sport, as well as the wiping of records 

containing said personal data from the Concern's personal data processing systems, which may 

render the use of Kalashnikov Concern JSC services impossible. 

This consent shall be valid from the date of its signing until the date of withdrawal in 

writing. 


